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Learning objectives
1

Analyze the critical implementation processes
anticipated of a parallel run

2

Identify implementation areas where CECL gaps are
likely to occur

3

Demonstrate Grant Thornton’s Health Check service
offering
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Agenda
1

The Parallel Run: The Last Phase of CECL
Implementation

2

What is a CECL Health Check?

3

Business Benefits from a CECL Health Check

4

Timeline to Finalize Implementation
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The Parallel Run: The Last Phase of
CECL Implementation

Evolution of CECL
Parallel Run
Build
Finalizing for adoption
Implementing new methodologies
 Remediating and cleaning data

Plan

 Developing model and designing modeling
methodologies by portfolio

Determining approach
 Program sponsorship/accountability definition
 Gap/Capability assessments
 Project planning/roadmap development
 Assessing data and data management capabilities
 Technology/vendor selection

 Implementing new technology
 Building risk and control matrices and
designing future processes
 Developing target state governance,
process, reporting, and disclosures
processes

 Parallel model execution using real time
data
 Modeling estimation process refinement
and optimization through testing
 Target state process optimization for
reporting and disclosures
 Controls finalization and testing
 External model validation and initial
internal audit reviews
 Finalization of methodology, processes,
controls, and procedures

Navigating through the remaining implementation activities is challenging
organizations to think critically about the implementation process
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Setting the stage to move
beyond implementation
CECL
Beyond
the
Effective
Date

A CECL Health
Check can
address lingering
implementation
challenges…

…to ensure
readiness for CECL
effective dates…

• Process Optimization
• Model Maintenance, Testing
and Validation
• Creation of "Decision Useful"
Data for Management

…while building a
baseline for future
operational efficiency.
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What is a CECL Health Check?

What is a CECL Health Check?
An assessment of implementation activities, developed process, and remaining project
activities across six pillars of activity.
Data and Information Management
Factors needed to estimate losses are
present & correct

Business Process and
Operational Risk Management
Controls and processes established to
make right disclosures at the right time

Systems and Technology

Technical Accounting

Data migration & necessary software are
implemented and roadmap planned for
future compliance

Validate how adjustments,
impairments, and other necessary
items are supported and disclosed

Modeling
Ensure estimation models are sound and
incorporate appropriate factors such as
market changes & prepayments

Governance
Test strength of your governance for
models, estimations, and disclosures

Benefits and Outcomes
• "Pre-validated" methodologies and models to allow for
adjustment

• Identification of future operational sustainability
opportunities

• Define remaining implementation activities against
timeline and budget

• Effective challenge of ongoing implementation activities
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Address ongoing challenges with a
Health Check
Implementation Challenges
Data and Information Management
•
•
•
•

Accuracy, completeness and validity
Structure for ffinancial disclosures
Data access and integrity
Normalization across multiple sources/systems

Health Check Focus
• Review remaining gaps in data warehousing/data management
capabilities against CECL data requirements
• Assess availability of data (e.g. periods of available data, ease of access,
depth and breadth of information across multiple fields)
• Integration with existing enterprise data strategy

Risk Analytics and Modeling
•
•
•
•

Appropriate selection methodologies
Risk identification and pooling/segmentation
Alignment of model approaches to portfolio risk
Skillset/qualification

• Review current modeling approaches to pre-validate and to produce
refinements
• Consider impacts of data availability/access, selection of appropriate
models (e.g. PD/LGD, roll rate, etc.), limits of modeling system capability,
etc.
• Assess model risk management activities (e.g. validation, back testing,
internal audit)
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Address ongoing challenges with a
Health Check
Implementation Challenges

Health Check Focus

Systems and Technology
•
•
•

Accuracy/completeness of system reporting
Finalization of systems updates and user
acceptance testing
Reporting gaps and challenges in data sourcing

Technical Accounting
•
•
•

Documentation of selected approaches
Interpretation of model output for financial
reporting
Development of disclosures and plan for
external communication

• Inventory tools, systems, and loan ledgers
• Analyze systems integration and data/information transfer
• Review reporting capabilities (e.g. canned reporting vs. ad hoc abilities,
integration to underlying data warehouse/data files)

• Evaluate reporting and disclosure framework and process
• Review documentation supporting policy elections under CECL
requirements
• Assess implications of decisions and viability of long term reporting,
disclosure and estimation processes
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Address ongoing challenges with a
Health Check
Implementation Challenges
Governance
•

Management oversight and effective review
(e.g. internal audit and 3LOD model)
Evaluation of day 1 and long term impacts
(capital impacts, organizational strategy, etc.)
Coordination across multiple functions executing
similar processes (e.g. loss forecasting, FP&A,
stress testing)

•
•

Business and Risk Management
Process/Controls
•
•
•

Resource utilization for implementation and
future state
Building effective SOX controls and effective
challenge
Effective change management for user adoption

Health Check Focus
• Assess business impact of modeling, data and technology activities
• Ensure CECL decisions align to BAU activities (e.g. loss forecasting,
CCAR)
• Consider "profits from losses" and leveraging of CECL data and
information for general credit and risk management activities

• Review program governance and current/future state ownership
• Assess ALLL reporting and approval structures
• Review selected methodologies and ensure appropriate cross-functional
integration
• Ensure ICFR rigor on selected approaches and new processes (input
controls, reconciliation and review, etc.)
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Business Benefits & Value from a
CECL Health Check

3

CECL Health Check – benefits & value
Low cost investment increases likelihood of successful implementation
Benefits of CECL Health Check

1

Detect & Remediate

2

Accelerate & Stabilize

3

Align & Sustain*

 Provide early, real-time feedback
on completeness of documentation

 Identify and respond to CECL
process-owner specific concerns

 Confirm completeness of disclosures
leading to first submission in 2020

 Provide assurance / review from a
technical accounting perspective

 Provide independent guidance on
transparency of credit loss estimates

 Identify internal audit support and
testing needs

 Review of interpretation of ASC-326
guidance

 Remediate weaknesses with
qualitative factor and qualitative
aspects of modeling

 Confirm & review Health Check
benchmarking & assumptions Review

 Identify and remediate model
development & validation
deficiencies

 Provide independent evaluation of
end-to-end data infrastructure
supporting CECL

 Identify Parallel Run Execution and
Staff Augmentation needs (PMO,
change, model validation, policies &
procedures, documentation

 Obtain high-level comparison with
industry implementation programs
and identification of leading practices
 Define sustainable operating model
for CECL

 Identify risk and control process
design and testing* needs
*Sustain considerations extend beyond 2020
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CECL Health Check – benefits & value
A sustainable CECL process enables "Feedback" for business decision making
Current ALLL
Linear Process to an end

ALLL
estimation

Internal review
and approval

Board review
and approval

CECL
Sustainable process
with constant feedback

Model
iteration

Data
gathering
Business
Strategy

Financial
reporting

Internal
reporting
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CECL Health Check – benefits & value
CECL process promotes cross-functional integration to execute strategy
CECL process
• Risk based data
pooling
• Data pulls based on
risk criteria
• Loan level information

Data
gathering

Data analytics deployed in business
operations to:
- enhance originations / underwriting
- refine risk-adjusted pricing
- shape product structure

Model
iteration
• Multiple iterations provide view on
economic impacts of selected data
• Review volatility of inputs
• Model overlays
• Model Risk Management

Portfolio / Risk management
applies modeling to assess:
- impacts of dynamic scenarios
- incorporation of environmental
risk factors
- assist with portfolio-optimization
- product exit strategies

• CECL committee/
management Approvals
• BOD/Senior Committee
Approval
• Outputs reporting to loan
committee and risk
management

Internal
reporting

Internal users receive:
- more accurate information on
portfolio credit risk
- quicker feedback to adjust
originations  substantiates
business decisions (e.g. pricing)

Financial
reporting
• External users understand
portfolio risk more directly
• Ensure data elements are not
driving volatility in F/S
• Ability to explain changes in
economics that impact CECL
estimates

Improved interaction with key
stakeholders provides:
- transparency of drivers of credit
performance
- increases integrity of portfolio
valuation (e.g. clients, analysts,
regulators, and auditors)

Sustainability and business improvement
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Timeline to Finalize Implementation

Suggested timeline*
Q3 2019

Q1 2020

Determine and execute parallel

Remediate issues found in CECL

First Quarter under CECL

run approach

Health Check

(SEC filers)

Q1 2019

CRITICAL HEALTH CHECK PERIOD

Q2 2019

Q4 2019

Conduct GT CECL Health Check (2

Continue remediation and

to 4 week rapid assessment to

prepare for first financial

determine compliance with ASC 326)

statements under CECL

* Suggested timeline for 2020 SEC Registrants/filers
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Questions?
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Disclaimer
•

This Grant Thornton LLP presentation is not a comprehensive analysis of
the subject matters covered and may include proposed guidance that is
subject to change before it is issued in final form. All relevant facts and
circumstances, including the pertinent authoritative literature, need to be
considered to arrive at conclusions that comply with matters addressed in
this presentation. The views and interpretations expressed in the
presentation are those of the presenters and the presentation is not intended
to provide accounting or other advice or guidance with respect to the matters
covered
For additional information on matters covered in this presentation, contact
your Grant Thornton LLP adviser

Disclaimer
**********************
IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this PowerPoint is not intended or written
to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties under the U.S. Internal Revenue Code or (b)
promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
*********************
The foregoing slides and any materials accompanying them are educational materials prepared by Grant Thornton LLP and are not intended as advice directed
at any particular party or to a client-specific fact pattern. The information contained in this presentation provides background information about certain legal and
accounting issues and should not be regarded as rendering legal or accounting advice to any person or entity. As such, the information is not privileged and
does not create an attorney-client relationship or accountant-client relationship with you. You should not act, or refrain from acting, based upon any information
so provided. In addition, the information contained in this presentation is not specific to any particular case or situation and may not reflect the most current legal
developments, verdicts or settlements.
You may contact us or an independent tax advisor to discuss the potential application of these issues to your particular situation. In the event that you have
questions about and want to seek legal or professional advice concerning your particular situation in light of the matters discussed in the presentation, please
contact us so that we can discuss the necessary steps to form a professional-client relationship if that is warranted. Nothing herein shall be construed as
imposing a limitation on any person from disclosing the tax treatment or tax structure of any matter addressed herein.
© 2017 Grant Thornton LLP, the U.S. member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S. This material is the work of Grant
Thornton LLP, the U.S. member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd.
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